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1. Why do we write business plans? Select the best answer below.

a) all the above
b) I,II,III, IV
c) I,II, IV, V
d) I, III, IV, V

 

 
I) to bring in new investors

II) to get loans

III) to provide guidance to staff

IV) to set budget and performance  measures

V) to project that we are better



2. State following steps in the right order

brainstorm on strategies
situational analysis
monitor and review

develop action plan
develop roadmap
communicate and implement

a) situational analysis 

b) brainstorm on strategies 

c) develop roadmap 

d) develop action plan 

e) communicate and implement 

f) monitor and review 



3. Which of the following sentences best describe situational analysis
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a) An in-depth analysis, research and gathering of data about the 
company’s current financial situation that will affect the future plans.

b) An in-depth analysis, research and gathering of data related to the 
market situation affecting the company and future plans.

c)
An in-depth analysis, research and gathering of data about 
internal as well as external factors that are important in planning 
for the future.

d) An in-depth analysis, research and gathering of customer’s 
information, feedback and review of company’s current situation.
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Fast food eatery

Car manufacturer

Telecommunication company

4. Match the CSF to the industry/business

5-star hotel 

Budget hostel 

Travel agency 

Banks

Industry

Fast Service

Product Appeal & Quality

Utilization of Capacity

Customer Service

Pricing

Reliable Services

Cost of Funding

CSF

Reliable Services Customer Service            Pricing     
Cost of Funding Fast Service                       
Utilization of Capacity Product Appeal & Quality



5. What is breakeven?

a) Revenue less Overhead
b) Cost plus Expenses
c) Return/Capital
d) Revenue/Capital Employed
e) Fixed Expenses = Contribution



Look at the following list of weaknesses. Which would you consider your 
strategic weakness if you are in the car manufacturing business?

a) Change of import and export rules
b) Global economic slowdown
c) New Competitor
d) Manufacturing process bottlenecks
e) Oil prices increases

6.



Fill in the blank for the following sentences with the most appropriate 
answer. Write in your answers in the blanks provided

Strategic thinking is visualisation of how strategies will impact us. 
[prediction / visualisation / expectation]

Strategic thinking is being concerned about the big picture.
[historical / big / detailed]

Strategic thinking is looking into major and long term strategies.
[minor / short term / long term]

Strategic thinking is looking at how to gain sustainable edge over competitors. 
[creditors / market / competitors]
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7.

a)

b)

c)

d)



Which of the following is not a good mission statement? You can choose more 
than one.

● We want to be a leader in food

● We sell hope to all fashion-conscious ladies

● To provide services that are of world-class standards and global in reach

● To be the biggest car manufacturer in the world

● To be number one in customer care by giving 100%  satisfaction guarantee

● To provide high-quality home furniture in unique designs that appeal to customer's 
taste

     
     

8.



Which of the following actions is not in line with the mission of the company? 
You can choose more than one.
Mission: To be the top financial services provider in Asia by offering competitive 
world-class financial services products, ensuring excellent customer service 
and fast turnover to meet the needs of Asian market.

● Personnel on standby to man more counters if waiting time increases

● A highly detailed multiple copied processing form to apply for housing loans

● 3 weeks processing time to open an account

● Availability of Internet banking

● Significant investment in R&D to introduce latest innovative products

● At least 3 levels of approval for counter services

● Training and empowerment of front-liners

● Personal filling and delivery of form required for complaints

● Prior appointment to be made for corporate loan applications
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9.



10. Fill in the following blanks.
Do gap analysis to see the difference between where you are now and where 
you want to go.

The unique selling point of your products help you differentiate from the rest 
of your competitors.

Marketing alignment is ensuring that the message to the customer is line with 
the market positioning.

Before you start on your business plan, you need to consider 5 key points
1. Purpose (Why)
2. Audience (Who)
3. Timeline (When)
4. Approach (How)
5. Outline (What)

a)

b)

c)

d)



11. Match the CSF to the industry/business

Rolls Royce  

Mercedes 

Korean Cars

Car Manufacturer

exclusivity

quality and safety

value for money

Positioning

quality and safety value for money exclusivity



Select the right term to complete the meanings. Pick your answer from 
the list of terms provided. Write in the answers into the boxes provided

a) Goal  - specific and short term aim
b) Objective  - strategic and long term aim
c) Vision  - snapshot of how businesses looks like in the future
d) Scenario building  - technique to find out which is better alternative
e) Mission  - what the business set up to do.
f)  KPI - critical area of a particular function to be evaluated
g) KPA - a criterion for measuring  employee's performance
h) Budget  - business plan translated into numbers
i)  ROI - returns on capital invested

Objective Vision KPA
Goal Mission KPI
Budget Scenario building ROI

12.

KPA

A
I



In your own words, describe why you need to write a business plan. For 
example, what are the benefits of writing the plan and who will benefit by 
it?

13.


